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Welcome!
What	question	do	you	hope	we	

will	answer?

Write	it	on	a	sticky	note	and	bring	it	up	- we	will	try	to	address	it	
in	our	presentation.



We Believe…..

Our language learners can 
fully participate in the 
classroom -

Interacting with grade level 
content -

With appropriate supports.

And they will soar!



Our Objectives Today:
We Will….

● Share a successful routine we developed for English learners in small group 
reading instruction

● Provide opportunities for you to explore the routine through video clips and 
student evidence

We want you to….

● Discuss, question, and reflect on  how you might use what you learn

● Leave with at least one idea that pushes your thinking or one action you can 
implement



The Research

“Intense and explicit vocabulary instruction enhances 
reading comprehension.” What Works Clearinghouse

● Multiple exposures to target words over several days 
across reading, writing, and speaking opportunities

● Emphasize student friendly definitions

● Identify crucial words in text



An Overview

●Support core vocabulary, comprehension, and 
writing instruction

●Include reading, writing, listening, and speaking in 
one lesson



Digging Deeper
Select words for study

Clearly define words and provide opportunities for                                              
oral practice

Visual and kinesthetic support

Anchor words to text

Study sentences in the text containing the words. 

Use examples from the text to create unique sentences for the word using 
sentence frames

Ensure multiple opportunities for oral practice both individually and in pairs



As you view the video, make 
note of the key elements of 
the routine.  Look for 
examples.





I noticed….. I wonder…...

Use student work examples to discuss 
evidence of learning.

What might be some possible “next steps” 
for instruction?



Outcomes
More opportunities for reading, writing, speaking and listening ensure:

● Clearer understanding of the structure of the English Language 

Increased use of English words in oral and written language

Increased comprehension of text

Increased confidence as evident in greater class participation



ACCESS Scores and Differentiation
● Using ACCESS Scores to guide sentence frames

● Differentiation using sentence frames



Extensions
● Word wall with sentence frames 

● Grammar lessons using sentences from the text or sentence frames



Let’s Talk
In your groups or with a partner, discuss how you might implement this 

routine.
Consider the following sentence starters:

● The components of the routine I found most useful were __________.

● The easiest thing for me to implement would be _________, while the 
most challenging thing would be ___________.

● I really liked __________, but I would change ________ by 
__________ . Verb + ing



Questions?

Thank you so much for your energy and 
enthusiasm!

Sarah Cherry Angela Lee
chersara@d91.k12.id.us leeange@d91.k12.id.us
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